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Abstract 
 
The rituals contain symbolic meaning about the culture of the peer group. It is likely that rituals frequently 

indicate the inclusion or exclusion of specific individuals by the group. Currently South Korean society 

began to diversify with an increasing number of immigrants and their families, which calls for a more 

serious discussion on school adaptation of children from multicultural families. This study examined 

community experiences of a Mongolian-Korean child through peer interaction rituals over time in the 

preschool classroom, South Korea. The theoretical framework of this study is based on interaction ritual 

chain and multicultural education theory. The methodology consists of a qualitative case study approach. 

The research classroom is a 5 years of age class has 8 boys, 12 girls, and one teacher, which has one 
Mongolian-Korean boy and the others are Korean children. The data were gathered through classroom 

participant observations 3 hours a day, twice a week for 6 months and interview with a Mongolian-Korean 

boy, his Mongolian mother and teacher. The data were analyzed by conducting content and meaning 

analysis. In the research, a Mongolian-Korean child’s community experiences were related to transition to 

group emotions, symbol, and memories over time. The results showed that 1) in the beginning of the 

semester, he used to ask for help from his teacher whenever he meets conflicts among friends and have 

often an angry expression during free paly time. But he has changed to share positive group emotions 

between friends through peer interaction rituals 2) in the beginning of the semester, he was interested in 

‘dinosaur’, which was his private symbol and he didn’t want to let friends know the information about it. 

But he has changed to explain dinosaur to his friends and ‘dinosaur’ has become the group symbol 3) in the 

beginning of the semester, he didn’t say to friends about ‘Mongol’, which was just his mom’s hometown 
and his private memories. But he has changed to introduce to friends about Mongol and ‘Mongol’ has 

become group memories as a common story after project activity. These results described peer interaction 

rituals that contribute to make a sense of community in preschool settings and offered suggestions for 

creating multicultural classroom community. 
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1. Introduction   

 
There are currently 141 million immigrants living in South Korea and 2.8% of the overall 

population. Multicultural families are 31 million 6 thousand households and the household consisted in a 

Korean father and immigrant mother make up 36.6% of them. Young children from multicultural families 

make up 56.4% of multicultural families (KOSIS, 2017). Young children from multicultural families are 

more likely than non-multicultural children have struggles of preschool adjustment in South Korea (Oh, 

2011). They tend to show individual and alienated play to perception of surroundings, unconditional 

patience, observation, imitation, and interaction through paly with limited friends (Leem, 2013). So, many 
researches have examined their social development and peer interaction patterns in preschool (Kim & Park, 

2010; Lee, 2013; Park & Lee, 2010), but little effort to focused on their community experiences through 

classroom rituals.  

Rituals comprise symbolic actions that create social orders (Hallett, 2007) and ritual performances 

are expressed through everyday interactions (McLaren, 1987). Routines and rituals can be distinguished 

along three dimensions: communication, commitment, and continuity (Fiese, Tomcho, Douglas, Josephs, 

Poltrock, & Baker, 2002). For example, during the mealtime, routine communications are typically direct 

and instrumental but ritual communication is symbolic. That is, the use of nicknames, inside jokes, and 

terms of endearment reinforce individuals’ role in the group and hold meaning for those inside the family. 
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And the commitment to routine is task oriented setting, clearing, washing dishes but ritual is affective and 

emotional. The continuity to routine focus on food time limited role repetition but ritual focus on group 

belonging, cross-generational symbolic referents, future planning.  

In the interaction ritual chains theory, participants share interests through rituals and experience 

mutual subjectivity and emotional connection, finally they feel a strong sense of belonging (Collins, 2004). 

Collins (2004) argues that interaction rituals produce emotional energy, the gathering of which is a central 

motivating force for individuals. Affect is the engine of social order. Those interaction rituals that are most 

effective in generating emotional energy are the ones that bolster institutional stability.  

Especially, children form their own rituals separately to adults, which may be evinced in paly and 

talk. The rituals contain symbolic meaning about the culture of the peer group. It is likely that rituals 
frequently indicate the inclusion or exclusion of specific individuals by the group (Kyratzis, 2004). 

Therefore, this study examines community experiences of a Mongolian-Korean child through peer 

interaction rituals over time in the preschool classroom, South Korea.  

 

2. Methods 

 

2.1. Design 
This research was designed as a case study. The case study enables to obtain holistic and 

meaningful features about real-life events (Yin, 2009). The preschool has 99 children ranged from 2 years 

to 5 years and 17 teaching staffs, is located in G city, South Korea. The research classroom is a 5 years of 

age class which has 8 boys and 12 girls. The class has one Mongolian-Korean boy and the others are Korean 

children. Most of the children belonged to middle-income families, and the Mongolian-Korean boy’s family 

has a Mongolian mother and a Korean father. 
 

2.2. Data collection 
Participant observation was carried out for 6 months (from April to October, 2018, except 

vacation), three hours each day, twice a week in the classroom. Observation was focused on  

Mongolian-Korean boy’s narratives, behaviors, and face expression through peer interaction rituals during 

free play time, circle time, mealtime etc. And the semi-structured interviewed conducted with an assistant 

principal, a class teacher and a Mongolian mother of a participant boy. Also, class curriculum, school 

newsletter and a Mongolian-Korean boy’s educational portfolio were collected.  

 

2.3. Data analysis 
In the data analysis process, observation data, interview data, printed documents and educational 

portfolio were brought together, and transcripts were constructed. Two step process was used in the analysis 

of the transcripts. In the first phase, the data set was content-analyzed in terms of peer interaction ritual’s 

types and functions. In the second phase, meaning analysis was conducted in order to figure out the 

community experiences of a Mongolian-Korean boy.  

 

3. Results 

 
A Mongolian-Korean child’s (assumed name: JUNHO) experiences of community were related to 

transition to group emotions, symbol, and memories over time through peer interaction rituals. Classroom 

rituals were included in ‘monday morning prayer’, ‘everyday luxury greeting’, ‘listening attitude chant in 

the circle time’, ‘thankful chant before lunch’, ‘taking a group picture in the peer birthday party’, ‘peer 

interaction signs to gather peers and start off play.’ 

 

3.1. Transition from negative emotions to positive emotions  
In the beginning of the semester, he used to ask for help from his teacher whenever he meets 

conflicts among friends and have often an angry expression during free paly time. But he has changed to 

share positive group emotions(smile, laugh, shout) between friends through peer interaction rituals. In the 

interaction ritual contexts, a good example for making group emotion is ‘sharing of laughter’ and laughter 

is likely to ‘repeat rhythm’(Collins, 2004). At the end of the semester, Junho laughed frequently and played 

with his friends joyfully.  
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3.1.1. The beginning of the semester: looking at his teacher with a tearful face. 5 boys are playing 

top-spinning game in their classroom 
JUNHO: (looking at friends’ play for a long time) “me!” 
CHID A: “I am playing with top, now” (he doesn’t give a top to Junho) 
JUNHO: (look at his teacher with a tearful face) 

TEACHER: “A, can you give one of them to Junho?” 
CHILD A: “No, I am playing with friends” 
JUNHO: “teacher, A said to me ‘you can’t play with top’” 
Finally, Junho ended free play time without having a top 

 

3.1.2. The end of the semester: playing with his friends joyfully. 5 children play hide-and-seek 

outside 
CHILD B: “Come out, come out, wherever you are!” 
Junho and other kids hide behind trees and lay in wait 
… (After a while) 

CHILD B: “I am going to find you” 
… (After a while) 
CHILD B: “I can’t find you!, Junho, Come out, please” 
JUNHO: “Wow! I am here! (with a laugh)” 
Finally, Junho becomes a new tagger and repeats the play 

 

3.2. Transition from his private symbol to the group symbol, ‘dinosaur’ 
In the beginning of the semester, he was interested in ‘dinosaur’, which was his private symbol 

and he didn’t want to let friends know the information about it. But he has changed to explain dinosaur to 

his friends and ‘dinosaur’ became the group symbol. As well as actions and interactions, rituals are also 

associated with symbolic objects. Symbolic objects communicate ideas, values or attitude among children 

(Maloney, 2000). 
 

3.2.1. The beginning of the semester: private interest in different types of dinosaur. At the 

snack time 
JUNHO: (to A, sitting the next seat) “Do you know what the strongest dinosaur is?” 
CHILD C: “Tyrannosaurus!”  

JUNHO: “No!” 
CHILD A: “Then, what is it?” 
CHILD B: “What is it?”(to Junho) 
JUNHO: “Um… I don’t know, I won’t tell you” 

 

3.2.2. The end of the semester: giving his dinosaur’s information to his friends. CHILD A:  

(to me) “Teacher, do you know ‘Nanotyrannus’?” 
RESEARCHER: “No, I just know Tyrannosaurus.” 
CHILD A: Really? We all know the dinosaur names.” 
RESEARCHER: “Junho is a Dr. Dinosaur in this class, right?” 
JUNHO: “my friends do know about the dinosaur well.” 
CHILD A, B: “Junho told us that” 

 

3.3. Transition from his mom’s hometown to group memory and story, ‘Mongol’  
In the beginning of the semester, he didn’t say to friends about ‘Mongol’ voluntarily, which was 

just his mom’s hometown and his private memories. But he has changed to introduce to friends about 

Mongol and ‘Mongol’ has become group memories as a common story after ‘bank’ project activity. In the 

ritual theory, group stories could make common emotions and memory finally, they could experience sense 

of community (Wulf, 2013). 

 

3.3.1. The beginning of the semester: Mongol is his mom’s hometown. JUNHO: “my mom’s 

hometown is Mongol, did you know that?” 
RESEARCHER: “Yes, do your friends know about that?” 
JUNHO: “I don’t know!” 
TEACHER: (to Junho) “Your mom made a Mongol cake and you brought it, one day” 
JUNHO: “Yes! My friends said that the cake is good” 
RESEARCHER: “Have you ever told your friends about Mongol?” 
JUNHO: “No!” 
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3.3.2. The end of the semester: talking about his experiences in Mongol to his friends. 
TEACHER: When we had a ‘bank’ project activity, Junho was in Mongol with his parents. 

So, I asked his mother for taking picture of Mongol’s bank and money.  
She posted Mongol bank and money pictures in class online café.  
 I and children could talk about Mongol’s bank in the project time.  

After Junho came back to Korea,  
We had a circle time and he said his experiences in Mongol to his friends.  
After that, children became interested in the Mongol.  
They often ask to Junho Mongol’s house, foods, play, his relatives living in there etc. 
Some kids said to me ‘I want to go Mongol later” 

 

4. Conclusions 

 
These results showed that a Mongolian-Korean child’s adjustment and experiences of community 

through peer interaction rituals which are evinced in paly and talk over time. It described peer interaction 

rituals that contribute to make a sense of community in preschool settings. And it showed that the 

experiences of community were related to share to group emotions, symbol, and memories. The findings 

suggest that further studies on peer interaction ritual’s roles for creating multicultural classroom community. 
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